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Abstract
Our paper comments on the divergences of the deep syntactic layers
of Czech and English. We point out several phenomena potentially
problematic for the syntactic alignment. We argue that at least some of
the problems are caused by improper inferences from the deep syntactic
layer of one language into the deep structures of the other one, and as
such, they can be repaired on the theoretical level.
1 Motivation
In the recent past, syntax-based alignment models have gained the attention
of many MT researchers. Such models make use of parallel treebanks, which
are being built in different theoretical frameworks and based on different
depths of sentence description.
The Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) scheme is based on a multi-
stratal annotation approach, the assumption being that the level of deep
syntactic structures (the so-called “t-layer”) might be beneficial for MT
applications. This assumption is by no means new; it goes back to the well-
known notion of interlingua (see (Hutchins, 1986) citing e.g. Vauquois or
Mel’chuk), an “intermediate language” representing the underlying struc-
tures of different languages in a uniform manner, i.e. bearing as few dif-
ferences as possible. In short, the core of this assumption is that machine
translation systems profit from the simplicity and identity of the aligned
syntactic structures. The less divergence there is between the structures,
the more success we expect.
It should be noted that the deep-structure annotation in the PDT-
scheme is basically meant to serve any language. Nevertheless it was de-
veloped first for the representation of Czech. The question then is whether
there are any inferences from the deep structure of one language (in this
case Czech) that would be inappropriate when applied to the deep structure
of another one. In this paper, we would like to point out several aspects
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of using an annotation scheme developed for one particular language in the
annotation of a multilingual treebank.
Our observations have been collected during the course of the work on the
Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank. As it is described below, this
parallel treebank is still a sort of work-in-progress. No experiments with
the human-annotated PCEDT t-layer which would confirm or refute the
usefulness of the PDT-scheme for MT have been published yet. Therefore,
we consider our findings to be a preliminary linguistic insight into the area of
alignment. Such an investigation may lead to the successful repair of some
of the problematic phenomena even before they can damage the outcome of
alignment testing.
To illustrate the issues of particular interest, we will use reference data
from the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank and the Prague De-
pendency Treebank.
2 Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank
The Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank (PCEDT) is a parallel,
syntactically annotated corpus developed by Czech computational linguists
since the 1990s mainly as a linguistic resource for the purposes of machine
translation. The first version of PCEDT (PCEDT 1.0), publicly released by
Linguistic Data Consortium in 2004 (see (Cˇmejrek et al., 2005)), contains
in the first instance automatic, also partly manual, syntactic annotations
of approximately 22 000 sentences from the Wall Street Journal part of the
Penn Treebank (see (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz, 1994)) as well
as annotations of their Czech translations. For the second release, the whole
Wall Street Journal part of the Penn Treebank, 49 208 sentences (over 1.2
million words), has been translated to Czech by human translators, and we
plan to include reference retranslations for Czech.
Originally used for the monolingual Czech corpus Prague Dependency
Treebank (Mikulova´ et al., 2005) and adapted for English, the annota-
tion scheme is based on Functional Generative Description (FGD; (Sgall,
Hajicˇova´, and Panevova´, 1986)), the theoretical background for Prague
treebanks, with its central idea of a dependency-based sentence structure
handling the sentence structure as concentrated around the verb and its va-
lency frame. According to the stratificational description of the language in
FGD, there are principally 3 layers of annotation: morphological layer (m-
layer) - full morphological annotation, analytical layer (a-layer) - superficial
(surface) syntactic annotation, and tectogrammatical layer (t-layer) - deep
or underlying syntactic annotation, it captures semantic relations, thus it is
the level of linguistic meaning.
In the currently prepared PCEDT 2.0, however, no m-layer for the En-
glish texts is required, since the automatic conversion of the Penn Treebank
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(PTB) phrasal trees to the PCEDT dependency trees (a-layer) already in-
cludes morphological information relevant for building the next layer. The
a-layer then is conceptually the closest level to the syntactic annotation used
in the PTB. Further, both the English and Czech parts of the corpus were
automatically prepared for the subsequent manual annotation of the tec-
togrammatical layer by a) generating the t-layer for the English texts and
b) automatic morphological tagging and subsequent automatic processing
of the higher layers for the Czech texts.
The tectogrammatical tree structures capture:
- syntactic dependency and coordination; these are represented by the
edges of the tree;
- semantic relations between the parent and the child node or between
the coordinated items; these are described by the semantic labels called
tectogrammatical functors;
- valency of the verbs; the corresponding valency frame is assigned to the
verbal node from the valency lexicon EngValLex through the linking with
the treebank;
- topic-focus articulation and
- links to the lower layers, including the links to PTB phrasal trees in
the English sentences.
At present, the manual tectogrammatical annotations of both parts of
the treebank have proceeded. There is a separate annotator team for each
language. We try to keep the annotation schemes as similar to each other as
possible. The annotation also includes the manual checking of the correct
linking to the lower, analytical layer.
3 Divergences Between the Czech and English T-
layers
The traditionally mentioned translational divergences (e.g. (Hearne et al.,
2007), (Dorr, 1994), especially for PCEDT also (Bojar and Prokopova´,
2006)) fall largely within the surface structure phenomena, i.e. phenom-
ena including grammatical words deletion/addition (articles, prepositions,
verbal auxiliaries etc.), part of speech transition (like nominalizations), or
those affecting the surface word order. These types of divergences, which
are often referred to as a potential alignment challenge, do not appear di-
vergent on the t-layer, and thus will be then treated on the t-layer parsing
level within the individual languages. On the other hand, there are other,
more complex syntactic phenomena which challenge the uniformity of the
t-layer representation.
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3.1 The Underspecified Prenominal Position
English tends to express qualification of nouns on a neutral prenominal
position, whereas inflective Czech uses a scale of cases and postnominal
prepositional phrases.
(1a) Upjohn spokesman
(1b) mluvcˇ´ı spolecˇnosti Upjohn
spokesman company.Gen Upjohn
(2a) fourth-quarter charge
(2b) poplatek za cˇtvrte´ cˇtvrtlet´ı
charge for fourth.Acc quarter.Acc
This may seem to be just a matter of the surface representation, but in fact,
such a linguistic property affects the deep structure analysis as well.
The prenominal position is semantically less transparent than the direct
case marking (or PP); its semantic function is underspecified. Without the
deep understanding of the context, the annotator of the English t-layer is
almost unable to decide which particular one of the accessible meanings lies
in the underlying structure of the prenominal element. For instance, in (2a)
we can select from a variety of temporal meanings (from when, for how long,
how long...), all of them being equally accessible, unless a certain specific
context is given.
Moreover, the fact that Czech tends to express a greater number of se-
mantic nuances in the postnominal, semantically explicit position, and con-
sequently the fact that it does not use the prenominal position for expressing
a complex circumstantial modification as often as English does, leads also to
a slightly more reluctant attitude to assigning primarily adverbial functors
to the premodifications of non-action/process nouns. Therefore, in a noun
phrase like marble hall, the premodification will get a different functor in
Czech treebank when translated with a postmodifying PP (hala z mramoru:
origin) than when translated with a premodification (mramorova´ hala: ad-
nominal modification).
The possibilities of paraphrasing a single meaning by filling in either the
prenominal or the postnominal position vary in both languages, depending
also on the choice of lexical items. Nevertheless, it appears that in the PDT-
scheme the behaviour of the prenominal position is being perceived through
the particular syntactic properties of Czech, and as such, it does not seem
fully suitable for languages with looser restrictions on prenominal positions,
like English.
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3.2 The Insertion/Deletion of Words
We have already emphasized the role of the context in the interpretation.
There are several ways in which context is important for the annotation.
First, it is crucial for deciding dependencies in unclear cases. Second, it
plays a great role in the interpretation of ellipses.
English is in a way more elliptical than Czech. This means that a certain
amount of semantic underspecification is acceptable in English, but not in
Czech (cf. the occupation of prenominal position in 3.1). Translating sen-
tences from English to Czech sometimes requires inserting additional nodes
into the structure, either nodes with a lexical reference to the previous con-
text, or additional nodes required directly for the sake of the precision of
the translation. Consider (3) showing an English PCEDT sentence and its
Czech counterpart created by a human translator.
(3a) The company earlier this year adopted a shareholder-rights plan to
ward off unwanted suitors.
(3b) Spolecˇnost drˇ´ıve v letosˇn´ım roce prˇijala pla´n
company earlier in this year year adopted plan
zaby´vaj´ıc´ı se pra´vy akciona´rˇ˚u, aby odvra´tila nebezpecˇ´ı
dealing with Refl rights shareholders.Gen in order to ward off danger
prˇ´ıpadny´ch nechteˇny´ch za´jemc˚u o koupi podniku.
possible.Gen unwanted.Gen suitors.Gen of buying company
The (3b) translation is indeed a legitimate one; a plain word-to-word con-
version would sound quite unnatural in Czech. The multi-word expression
shareholder-rights can by no means be preposed to a noun in Czech, neither
is the relation expressible by means of a simple case assignment or preposi-
tional phrase. Therefore, an additional semantic specification of the relation
dealing with (zaby´vaj´ıc´ı se) must be inserted into the structure. Odvra´tit,
which is one of the adequate translations of ward off, is closely bound to
words like nebezpecˇ´ı, hrozba (danger, threat) and may require them overtly
in the structure when the negative meaning is not marked explicitly in the
lexical semantics of the direct object; here the structural difference is already
influenced by the lexical choice of the verb. And finally, leaving the Czech
equivalent of the word suitor (za´jemce) on its own would cause reader’s
confusion, because its semantics is too broad to refer unequivocally to the
intended meaning.
Unfortunately, this problem does not seem to be fully solvable by a
simple modification of the PDT-scheme or improvement of the guidelines.
Depending on which language we take as the source and which one as the
target, we will once have to deal with the need for insertion or deletion of
nodes on the t-layer to reach the naturalness of the machine translation.
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3.3 Participial clauses
English participial constructions represent an issue deeply problematic from
a structural point of view, both regarding their translation to Czech and
because of their formal properties. English participles can express a wide
range of surface and semantic functions. They can stand for a standard
adjective modification of a noun, of a restrictive or a descriptive kind:
(4a) the haunted house
(4b) the man(,) wearing red suit
Or they can express different circumstantial meanings (e.g. temporal (5)
or causal (6):
(5a) Having removed his coat, Jack rushed to the river.
(5b) Hned jak si svle´kl kaba´t, se Jack rozbeˇhl k vodeˇ.
(6a) Having been a gymnast, Lynn knew the importance of regular exercise.
(6b) Jelikozˇ by´vala kdysi gymnastkou, znala Lynn d˚ulezˇitost pravidelne´ho
cvicˇen´ı.
Traditionally, these constructions are being translated (by human trans-
lators) by means of a Czech participle or transgressive, both expressing the
so called dual semantic relation.
(7a) transgressive: Tady ... vesnicky´ student nara´zˇ´ı na ... lhostejnost
velkomeˇsta, pozna´vaje, zˇe poctivost a odpoveˇdnost jsou mnohy´m sp´ıˇse
k smı´chu.
(7b) Here ... the country student encounters the ... indolence of the city,
discovering that for many people, honesty and responsibility are just
a laughing stock.
(8a) participle: Alexandr Makedonsky´, dota´za´n na smrtelne´m lozˇi, komu
zˇe odka´zˇe svou rˇ´ıˇsi, lakonicky odpoveˇdeˇl: Tomu nejschopneˇjˇs´ımu.
(8b) Alexander of Macedon, asked on his deathbed, to whom he will be-
queth his empire, answered in a laconic manner: To the most capable
one.
In such cases, the participle/transgressive receives the functor for pred-
icative complement relation in the Czech annotation.
In some cases, the participial construction is translated to Czech with
a dependent clause, then it receives a correspondent functor according to
the circumstantial meaning it expresses. This of course means a possible
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divergence in the formal description. There are two formally and structurally
different representations in Czech for a single representation in English.
The clash is caused by the simple fact that the Czech guidelines for
the annotation of a predicative complement relation are based more on the
structural than the semantic relation of a node to its father and nominal
brother. Contrary to the Czech annotation practice (which prioritizes the
fact that both the transgressives and the participles overtly express morpho-
logical agreement with the related nouns in Czech), it seems unfruitful to
ignore the possible circumstantial semantic impact of a participle in favor
of applying the semantically neutral predicative complement functor.
Looking at the English t-layer against the background of a theory devel-
oped for a language expressing syntactic relations morphologically, we can
see that we do not have a clear formal or semantic criterion to decide the
t-layer status of the English participial construction in one or the other way.
Therefore, we can say that in the case of English participial constructions,
the current theory is deficient for the explicit description.
Moreover, there are other instances of participle use, where its semantic
relation to the modified verb/noun is clearly neutralized. Such use simply
informs us about a vague simultaneity of the actions (where the simultaneity
is not otherwise relevant in the overall semantic information).
(9) From the fee, the local phone company and the long-distance carrier
extract their costs to carry the call, passing the rest of the money
to the originator...
Consequently, following the current guidelines, the corresponding depen-
dency would have the tree structure shown in Figure 1.
Nevertheless, there are almost no means to capture this dependency in
the Czech translation (the existing means yielding only hardly acceptable
archaic transgressive structures). Instead, the simultaneity is captured by
means of a simple coordination of the two predicates (Figure 2).
A structure clash involving dual dependency is a repetitive problem in
PCEDT. What seems as a dual dependency structure in English, can appear
translated as a coordination/apposition structure, or it can be constructed
as a simple dependency in Czech, depending on its intended meaning.
(10a) Quotron has had problems calculating the industrial average.
(10b) Quotron meˇl proble´my s vy´pocˇtem pr˚umyslove´ho indexu.
Quotron had problems with calculating industrial average.
In part of the dual dependency problems, the unification of the guidelines
is the preferable solution; others are basically irreparable on the t-layer and
thus must be treated with great care.
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Figure 1: Part of the tree capturing the sentence in (9)
Figure 2: Part of the tree capturing the Czech translation of the sentence
in (9): Z tohoto poplatku sra´zˇ´ı mı´stn´ı telefonn´ı spolecˇnost a da´lkova´ teleko-
munikacˇn´ı spolecˇnost sve´ na´klady na prˇenos hovoru a zbytek peneˇz prˇeda´vaj´ı
da´l p˚uvodci...
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3.4 Valency
A considerable number of divergences appear in the area of valency. For
both the English and the Czech treebank there is a valency lexicon available.
PDT-ValLex 2.0 is a result of several years of research and covers the valency
properties of 2730 Czech verbs, or 6460 verb senses, and the most frequent
verbal nouns and adjectives. EngValLex (Cinkova´, 2006) has been created
by manual conversion of PropBank semantic roles (see (Palmer, Gildea, and
Kingsbury, 2005)) to the traditional PDT-scheme. Currently, it covers 3687
English verbs, or 5877 verb senses/valency frames, but nouns and adjectives
are still to be included. The two valency lexicons are to be interrelated to
one another soon.
Basically, the differences in the description of verbal participants have
more sources. Either the translated equivalent of the original verb requires
a different number or different type of participants or the overall transla-
tion is improper, or there is primarily an inconsistency in the lexicon entry,
which should be corrected at the theoretical level. Interrelating the two lex-
icons and the consequent revision of the problematic semantic roles would
definitely help.
4 Interannotator Agreement as the Indicator of
Divergences
In the course of the annotation of the Prague English Dependency Tree-
bank, we have found a rather surprising thing. Most of the inconsisten-
cies measured between the annotators of the English t-layer have grounds
in its divergence from the standard Czech t-layer treatment. The great-
est disagreement between the annotators appeared in annotating complex
participial constructions and in the functor assignment to the prenominal
position. However, this finding is not as surprising if we consider the nature
of the annotation process. Only then we can see that it is not by chance,
that the big problematic issues overlap.
4.1 Interannotator Agreement in PEDT
The interannotator disagreement is basically caused by a) human error
(lack of concentration, distress, or simply lack of necessary knowledge or
native-speaker intuition), or b) diversity of annotators’ judgment (different
evaluation of semantic phenomena or different interpretation of dependen-
cies/constituents in underspecified cases). The latter has proved a useful
source of information about the possible points of t-layers divergence.
The interannotator agreement in Prague English Dependency Treebank
(PEDT, the English subpart of PCEDT) is being regularly measured in
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several respects. The most telling numbers result from measuring the agree-
ment in semantic labeling, i.e. the functor assignment, and the agreement
in structure, i.e. the dependencies.
In the measuring process, the annotated sentences are perceived as a
system of “attribute-value” pairs. For every two annotators we sum up the
identical pairs and compute their percentual agreement. A pair is matching
when both annotators assigned the same value to the particular attribute.
First, the tree nodes are paired based mostly on their links to the analytical
layer. Then the values contained in the paired nodes are compared.
The computation of the agreement percentage goes as follows: Let us
have two numbers of the “attribute-value” pairs A1 and A2 (one for each
annotator). Consider a subset consisting of the matching pairs of the size
M. A pair is matching when both annotators assigned the same value to
the particular attribute. The number M/A1 tells us how much of his data
the first annotator annotated in the same way as the second annotator. The
number M/A2 can be interpreted as the amount of the data produced by the
second annotator, on which the first annotator agreed with him. In other
words, it is almost a precision/recall evaluation, but instead of having the
correct and the test data, we have something like two sets of test data, none
of them fully correct. We can also compute F-measure as 2M/(A1+A2).
At present, the interannotator agreement in PEDT is measured around
every other month and the results of each survey are used to improve the
annotation guidelines, so that the most common errors could be successfully
avoided in future annotations. The progress seems to be greater in terms
of structure than in terms of functors, which is obvious from the nature of
measured facts; the decisions about structure are more apt to be liable to a
particular prescription rule than the semantic judgment.
The “English” annotators have already reached a comparable agreement
level with the “Czech” group in terms of structure annotation, whereas the
average accuracy of semantic evaluation is still about 3 percentage points
lower. The fact that all the annotators proved an excellent level of language
knowledge and the nature of the points of disagreement indicate that the
true reason for the lower effectivity of the English annotation lies in the
annotators’ effort to apply the PDT-scheme guidelines even to those phe-
nomena for which they do not appear suitable. From the linguistic point of
view, the interannotator (dis)agreement is the major indicator of problem-
atic issues to be solved either on the linguistic description level or within
the organization of the annotation scheme.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have discussed the issue of divergence of deep syntactic
layers of different languages, using the example of the Czech-English par-
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allel corpus annotation. We have argued that the PDT-scheme for parallel
treebank annotation is generally applicable to the multilingual treebank an-
notation, but that there are specific issues, which cannot be generalized due
to their language-specific character. Some of them are reparable within the
specification of the annotation guidelines, some by the improvement of the
general scheme; others remain to be dealt with within the alignment rules.
The current semantic annotation of PCEDT seems to stick quite a lot
to the surface representations, which may be the cause of considerable dif-
ferences in translation. Dealing with cross linguistic research, we should
disengage from such an approach which makes us safe in terms of mono-
lingual treebanks, but brings unnecesary divergences into the multilingual
approach.
Our future task lies in elaborating on current annotation guidelines, in-
terconnecting the two available valency lexicons into a consistent whole,
and reconsidering the possibilities and limits of the unification of the Czech
and English annotation guidelines in terms of the still unresolved structural
questions.
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